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2what the realtimeboard is?
visual collaboration platform
2 000 000 users
SaaS-business
300% y-o-y revenue growth 
distributed team 
4 hubs in 3 countries
140 employees
$ 25m funded by Accel
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◦ keep everyone on the same page
◦ create one source of truth
◦ clarify and visualize your ideas
◦ see the big picture of your project
◦ organize and share your knowledge  
◦ track and record team progress 
◦ run and facilitate workshops
◦ provide and receive feedback
◦ manage the project group
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… and more 13



… and more

especially if your team 
is distributed
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15product development teams
— core
— growth (→ + $ + ←)
— enterprise
— mobile
— integration
— platform
— lab
— ux



16my teams
— core
— lab
— ux
+ product design



17my routine is a mixture 
of digital product design
+ product management
+ project management 
+ design management
+ people management
+ product research
+ product strategy
+ design-direction



18# of people I interact with weekly
9 product managers
3 dev managers
4 product designers 
9 developers



19# of people I interact with weekly
9 product managers
3 dev managers
4 product designers 
9 developers

and also occasionally I interact with  
marketing, support, sales, success,
brand, legal, operations, people, etc.



20the average product dev team 
contains in general at least 
3 functional role:

— manager
— developer
— designer



212017 — 2018

I've been combining both
designer + manager roles



manager

scope
time
budget
resources
revenue
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manager

scope
time
budget
resources
revenue

designer

user needs
experience
appearance
functionality
aesthetics
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manager’s
artefacts 

docs & notes
spreadsheets
paper & pen
whiteboard
schemes  
presentation

designer’s
artefacts

visual design
interaction design
experience design
motion design
usability testing
prototyping 
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my role  

their role



my role

the gap is here

 

their role



27filling the gap

too many tools,
frameworks 
and formats



28we shape our tools
and our tools shape us



29we shape our tools
and our tools shape us

so, we’ve built our own 
canvas-based tool



301-D
↑  
↓ 
2-D
↑   
 →
2,5-D
↑   
 → + zoom 

  



31mindmap

research 
+
marketing











36company sync

strategy 
Q-planning
presentation
traction



37strategy



48Q-planning



49traction



52retrospectives: sprint / Q



41frameworks

+

templates





















46education
aka 
workshops

perm
tochka design school











51research

&

moodboard











56platform

+

customization

+

API











61customer stories

+

realtimeboard blog

+

custom











we are looking
for talents

vlad zelinskiy
product design lead
realtimeboard

@vladzely


